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We appreciate the things
that enhance our lives.

Vehicles open the world to us. Wine gives us pleasure. Animal friends provide us

with companionship and love.

How do we show the ways volunteers enhance our
missions?

Try to explain volunteer value. and impact in a sentence. Could you do it in a paragraph? A book? How

can we show volunteer value? 

what value do volunteers add to our
organizations?
Showing value doesn't require explaining every last detail. Think of all the things we appreciate but

don’t fully understand, such as:

: We basically understand how cars and trucks work, but do we truly understand how

electric motors are different from combustion engines?

Our vehicles

: We know we enjoy it, but we don't know the intricate

science of growing the grapes that produce a fine wine.

A good bottle of wine

: Do we really know why our dog won’t play with the green

Frisbee but loves the yellow one or why our cat loudly meows down the hallway

at night? 

Our animal friends
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the five words to explain volunteer management
are: “What’s in it for me?” 
The more we show people how they benefit from volunteer involvement, the more appreciation they

will have for volunteering, volunteers and volunteer management. Volunteer impact holds the key to

showing benefits. 

Reporting volunteer hours by tasks is an outdated

method.  For example, we may report to finance,

“Our volunteer Jenny spent 26 hours last month

helping make phone calls and putting together

donation packets for an event.” We typically will

add, “We need to keep Jenny engaged so that she

continues to do this job.” 

To emphasize volunteer impact, we must reword our report and point to the benefits gained: “because

our volunteer Jenny regularly made phone calls and put together packets last month, the 

. Because they had additional

time,   donors who are now pledging to give regularly.”

fundraising

staff was able to spend 26 more hours on cultivating key donors

they brought in two new donations from

. A volunteer impact

equation looks something like this:

Volunteer impact shows a direct correlation between a
volunteer’s efforts and beneficial results

Volunteer impact is the concrete result of a volunteer’s time, talents and efforts.

And since we, volunteer managers see all the positive results, we can translate

these results into impact.
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Instead of appreciating volunteers only for the giving of their time, we are appreciating
volunteers for the bene�cial impact their volunteer hours have on our missions.

The key is the addition of outcomes that dive deep into meeting
mission goals and objectives. 

Volunteer time/talent/ideas/efforts/work = staff time saved/work accomplished/extra manpower =

desired outcomes/goals met/mission fulfilled//new benefits/increased awareness/staff support/etc.

Instead of skimming the surface by equating hours with money saved or time spent,

. For example:

 volunteer impact

directly connects a volunteer’s time to the goals of organizational missions

   

 

volunteers create valuable time for staff to accomplish critical work: because volunteer Sheri

spent 6 hours this week training event volunteers, our event staff was able to spend 6 more hours

preparing for the annual fundraiser, thus assuring a smooth event. The positive comments from

attendees include, “such a wonderful event, the volunteer ushers provided us with so much

information on the organization. We are impressed.”

 

: 

volunteers spend unhampered time working with clients, thus aiding staff in creating an

atmosphere in which clinical staff can better do their jobs because volunteer Juan spent 8 hours

last month sitting with our client, Emanuel, clinical staff was able to spend 8 uninterrupted hours

with Emanuel’s children, thus equipping the family with the coping tools they need to navigate

their situation.

 

: "

volunteers are “eyes and ears” for busy staff and can alert staff to potential problems, thus

reducing valuable staff time spent in fixing problems and free them up to meet objectives our

volunteer Nan, during her docent shift was alerted to a hazard outside an exhibit and due to her

quick reporting, saved us from a potential accident with legal implications. This gave staff the

ability to quickly rectify the situation in keeping with our objective of providing a safe environment

for learning and return to their crucial duties."  

Using a volunteer impact equation means going beyond volunteer hours. The equation deep dives and

reveals the impact of time donated and is the key to appreciating volunteers. It’s a fundamental shift.
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Our goal is to lead our volunteer programs, not
implement directives.

What should we advocate for?

It is up to us to re-frame our reporting and connect our volunteers’ time with mission impact. In the

examples above, what is the impact?

 Jenny’s time resulted in the cultivation of 2 new donors. Mission goal: increased donations to

continue the work.

 Sheri’s time resulted in (documented by comments) a well run event and increased awareness.

Department objective: well-run event to increase awareness.

 Juan’s time resulted in a family’s increased ability to cope. Mission goal: equip families with the

tools needed to cope.

 Nan’s time resulted in a potential accident and lawsuit thwarted. Organizational objective: provide

a safe environment for learning.

Reporting impact requires a strong connection with staff and departments utilizing volunteer services

so that we are privy to goals, objectives and direction. The more we connect with staff within our

organizations, the more we receive helpful feedback, input and suggestions for volunteer involvement.

From these connections, we can structure volunteer roles for maximum support. And, when it comes

time to report on volunteer hours, we can then show the direct correlation between a volunteer’s time

and the attaining of mission goals.

Existing in silos no longer serves us or our volunteers. As leaders, we pave the way for our organizations

to grow through partnerships between departments. By showing how our volunteers meet and exceed

objectives and goals, we can then advocate for more volunteer involvement and for better engagement

of our volunteers.
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Let’s examine how volunteer management normally fits under organizational missions. Words such as

“enhance,” “expand programs,” “enrich experiences,” and “enable increased staff output” define the

volunteers’ participation. But vague idealism is like telling your child to “just go out and be good.”

Should they wear clean underwear or be polite to the next door neighbor or stop trading their lunch for

six candy bars? What is being good?

Non-specific phrases are so broad they become meaningless. And meaningless phrases lead to

implementing a volunteer program versus managing it.

Being governed by broad phrases creates this gigantic task soup. Anything and everything can be

thrown in, including the kitchen sink 

. But is this soup a defined recipe for success or is it a chaotic mess?

(think “hey, we have less staff now, let’s get the volunteers to run

errands.”)

Most volunteer managers implement their volunteer programs. The word implement means “carry out”

which implies the volunteer manager fulfills the directives from non-profit boards and senior

administration who determine how volunteers are used. (a phrase we wish to eliminate)

This creates a contradiction: Although most volunteer managers are encouraged to think in strategic

ways, they are primarily expected to fulfill requests from key staff or departments which leaves little

time for vision or innovative engagement.

This is why we, volunteer managers need to exert control. 

. The break down looks

something like this:

We can get away from broad concepts by

breaking the mission down into its subordinate parts: Goals and Objectives

strategic innovation is the basis for
leading a volunteer program to full

potential.
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The key is to control the path to achieving the goals.  This path
consists of two subsets: Objectives and Volunteer Actions.

. For example, “To reduce the number of people who have no

clean water.”

Goals are what we are aiming to achieve

. For example, “To raise funds to purchase 100 installed water

filters by end of year.”

Objectives are the steps to realizing goals

As we break our missions down into tangible goals, we can then begin to craft concrete objectives.

Setting goals with organizational administration will give you the flexibility to create the objective steps

that will fulfill those goals.

Invite senior administration and/or your board to meet with you in a planning session. Ask for specific

volunteer department goals for the year. For example, if, under your mission statement your volunteers

“enrich clients’ lives,” ask for a defined goal to achieve that lofty ideal by defining what that will look like.

Let’s say that by end of planning session, the goal becomes, “by end of year, 20 clients will experience

less stress through volunteer involvement.” Bingo! That’s a measurable outcome that you can own and

control through your creative objectives.

And, by owning the objectives, we control the volunteer actions that accomplish the objectives that

meet the goals that support the mission.

. For example, “To eliminate human suffering due to unsanitary

conditions.”

Mission statements are lofty and broad
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So, let’s imagine a very simplistic scenario. You are the VM at a crisis shelter. One of your volunteer

department goals ( ) is to

alleviate weekend staff’s workload.

and unique goals can be set for each area your volunteers are involved in

The first step is to interview weekend staff and ask questions such as:

 Volunteer managers know what motivates their volunteers and understands their volunteers’

capabilities. Volunteer Managers also mentally catalog their volunteers’ diverse skill sets and look for

ways to unleash volunteers’ potential. Innovation comes with creating the actions (tasks) that fulfill the

objectives that meet program goals.

 What do you spend most of your time on?

 What do you wish you could spend less time doing?

 What do you wish you had more time to do?

 What duties are you comfortable with turning over to someone else?

 What qualities would be most helpful for any volunteer who comes in to assist you?

 What do you believe volunteers are capable of doing well?

By canvassing the staff that will be working with your volunteers, you not only will discover exactly

what it is they need to reduce their workload,  Because their

input is the basis for creating your volunteer objectives, staff will be more receptive to the volunteer

actions you initiate.

you will ensure their buy-in from the start.

So let’s imagine that by canvassing staff, you learn:
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Now it’s time to set your objective and create
actions. what is the difference between goals, objectives and

actions?

 Decrease staff time spent on phones by 20%
( ).

:Objective
which also increases time spent with residents by 20%

 Staff is continuously interrupted by phone calls and can’t spend quality time

addressing shelter residents’ needs.

 Staff is not comfortable with volunteers who have not had extensive training

working with shelter residents, especially the residents who are new to the

shelter.

 Staff is very attached to the residents and, as a result, are reluctant to let

outsiders (volunteers) in.

 You have a : . Now you need a measurable objective.goal  Decrease weekend staff workload

Because you have surveyed staff upfront, you take their comments into consideration when

determining the objective. Instead of recruiting volunteers in a generic way (

) you specifically recruit volunteers to man the phones so that staff can spend their time

tending to resident needs.

to help however staff

directs them

For example, your measurable  becomes: Decrease staff’s time
spent answering phones by 20% so they can spend more time with shelter
residents.

objective

: Alleviate weekend staff workload.Goal

A goal is the destination whereas the objective is the path to
get there. Actions are the steps along the path. While goals are
broad, objectives are measurable. Actions are the concrete
steps to get to the objective.
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When we break goals down into objectives (
) and create specific actions (

) then . How does a simple example
of impact look for the shelter staff?

outcome by a measurable
unit such as percentage file, answer phones,
sit with clients we can quantify impact

Quantifying impact is just a mathematical way to show results
or outcomes or success. 

. 
Measurable outcomes create easily

understood and digestible visuals

: Answer phones so staff can spend time tending to shelter residents' needs. You now recruit

both new and existing volunteers to answer phones at the shelter 20% of weekend time.

Actions

When we enlist volunteers “to help” departments, it is difficult to measure the volunteer impact under

broad terms. What does help mean and how do we show impact?

This month, volunteers answered shelter phones 20% of weekend hours which

allowed staff 20% more time with shelter residents. Volunteers increased staff’s

ability to work directly with shelter residents by 20%.. 

Once your objective is set, you create the
volunteer actions.

Volunteers do "Double Duty" by
first, accomplishing tasks and
second, by freeing the time for
overburdened staff to spend on their
work.
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Volunteer impact tells us why we want to engage volunteers. 

Advocating for volunteer
programs needs roots
that demonstrate
volunteer value.

.

Volunteer Impact Worksheet

This doesn’t mean that setting objectives and initiating volunteer actions ignores what volunteers need

and want. It doesn't mean never advocating for modern roles for volunteers. Instead, it means you are

strategically fulfilling mission objectives and goals and creating successes to build upon. These

successes give you the leverage to advocate for your vision for your volunteer program. 

"Our goals can only be reached through the
vehicle of a plan. There is no other route to
success."

— Pablo Picasso

By showing the value volunteers add through impact statements, we point to the benefits of engaging

volunteers.  It's circular. More engagement equals more impact equals more engagement.

A volunteer impact report showing volunteers contributions to 

organizational missions, goals and objectives connects volunteers' time to beneficial outcomes.

For a free volunteer impact worksheet, please visit my website, VolunteerPlainTalk.

https://volunteerplaintalk.com/2019/11/13/volunteer-impact-worksheet-free-download/
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